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REMORABOOK: PRIVACY-PRESERVING SOCIAL NETWORKING BASED

ON REMORA COMPUTING
SAMYUKTHA KODUMURI

ABSTRACT
Recent scandals on online social networking have greatly raised privacy concerns

on massive amount of personal information stored on social networking platforms. The

privacy issues are rooted in the current design of online social networking. On one hand,
users have to share their personal information with social networking service providers
for networking. On the other hand, the sharing essentially allows the service providers
to own the data, and the sharing may results in various privacy issues due to the business
model of the service providers. In this thesis, we propose RemoraBook to solve the

privacy issues in online social networking with Remora Computing, inspired by the

remora fishes noted for traveling effortlessly by attaching themselves to large marine
animals such as sharks. Remora Computing enables RemoraBook users to utilize
facilities available from service providers to build social networks without sharing

informationto service providers. The networking function and messaging function of
RemoraBook are implemented based on Facebook and Gmail facilities respectively. Our

extensive experiments on RemoraBook show social networks can be reliably built in
RemoraBook without significant degradation on usability.

Keywords- Remora Computing, RemoraBook, JPEG, AES, Steganography, Gmail,
Facebook.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Online social networking has become increasingly popular. As of September
2019, Facebook, is the largest social networking service provider in the world, and has

2.45 billion monthly active users [1]. On one hand, online social networking services

have significantly changed how humans meet and stay in touch with others. On the
other hand, online social networking services have generated lots of privacy issues. For

example, Facebook reported for selling users’ data with online merchants and other

service providers such as Amazon, Apple, Netflix, Spotify, Microsoft, and Yandex [2].
In the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica data scandal [3] [4] [5], Cambridge Analytica
was reported on harvesting the personal data of millions of Facebook profiles without

consent for political advertising.
The solution seems contradictory to current online social networking approaches.

For online social networking, users have to share their personal data with service
providers such as Facebook. But the sharing will let Facebook essentially own user

data and possibly result in privacy compromise. We propose to solve the challenging
problem with Remora Computing, inspired by the remora fishes noted for traveling
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effortlessly by attaching themselves to large marine animals such as sharks. Based

on the Remora Computing approach, we design and implement RemoraBook for

privacy-preserving social networking. RemoraBook solves the challenging problem by
implementing essential online social networking functions based on facilities available

from the service providers as follows:
• Profile Storage: RemoraBook saves user profile data in profile pictures of

Facebook profiles with steganography. The profile data will also be compressed

and encrypted before being embedded into profile pictures. The encryption pro

tect confidentiality of profile data even when the data hiding through steganog-

raphy is known by an adversary. In this way, RemoraBook user profile data can
be stored in Facebook profile pictures and the data is not shared with Facebook.
• Friend Making: Friend making in RemoraBook is implemented based on the

mutual friend discovery offered by Facebook. Although Facebook does not pro

vide the service intentionally for developers, our experiments on RemoraBook

show that the friend making function in RemoraBook is reliable because of the

Remora Computing approach which can be implemented with limited comput
ing resources.
• Messaging: In RemoraBook, both control messages and data messages are sent

through Gmail APIs.

The implementation of the messaging function based

on the Gmail service enables RemoraBook to take advantage of security and
privacy protection features offered by Gmail without any significant resource

investment.

Chapter 2 introduces the related work, the user model and adversary model are
presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 gives the architecture overview of RemoraBook.
We present the details on implementing the RemoraBook profile function in Chapter

2

5. The details of implementing the friend making function are presented in Chapter
6.

We present the details of implementing the messaging function in Chapter 7.

The empirical performance evaluation of RemoraBook is presented in Chapter 9. In

chapter 10, we make conclusions and suggest future research directions.
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CHAPTER II

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we review related work on privacy issues of online social net
works, steganography on online social networks, and parasitic computing.

2.1

Privacy Issues of Online Social Networks
Our work is motivated by previous research on privacy issues of online so

cial networks. Gross and Acquisti identified potential risks caused by information

sharing in online social networks [6] [7]. They studied the patterns of information

revelation in online social networks and their privacy implications. Based on their
analysis of the online behavior of more than 4000 users of a site catered to college

students, they evaluated the amount of information they disclose and studied the
usage of their privacy settings. The authors highlighted potential attacks on differ

ent aspects of privacy and showed a minimal percentage of users change the highly

permeable privacy preferences. In [7], Acquisti and Gross showed that great amounts
of personal information could be revealed through online social networks. They also
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presented evidence of misconception about the visibility of profiles stored on online

social networks.

Krishnamurthy and Wills studied what type of information was shared with

whom and found all mobile online social networks exhibited some leakage of private

information to third parties [8] [9]. They showed that among 12 online social networks:

(1) Ten publicly revealed social links by default and one revealed them always (i.e.,
without any possibility of changing the settings). (2) Seven revealed by default the

user’s location and five always revealed it. (3) Eight revealed the attended schools by
default and six revealed the employers.

He et al. [10] proposed inference attacks on social networks. They made use

of Bayesian inference and multi-hop inference to predict private attributes based on
the friends, and friends of friends of the targeted users. The authors applied their
analytical findings to a Live Journal dataset with hypothetical attributes. In the

same vein, Lindamood et al. [11] [12] proposed to infer political affiliation (binary

attribute: liberal or conservative) based on a modified Naive Bayes classifier. Their
results show that simply sanitizing user attributes or links is not enough to prevent
inference attacks.
Humbert et al. [13] has introduced a navigation privacy attack, where an exter

nal adversary will attempt to find a target user by using publicly available attributes

of individual users in online social networks. This attack uses the most attributes
such as place of residence, age and tends to correlate the social proximity which can
use as navigation cues while searching in the network. Experiments were done on

Facebook and Google+ and they concluded that the majority of users can be found
efficiently using the attack if a small set of attributes are known about the target

as side information but, they failed about two cases. First, the users have a small
number of friends or users who revealed the information is not similar to their own
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information. Second, users living in large cities tend to be harder than others to
discover on Facebook.

Chaabane et al. [14] show how user interests can leak privacy-sensitive infor
mation about users. For example, how music interests can be used to infer private
sensitive attributes of Facebook users. Their approach does not rely on users’ social
links or group memberships, but only on users’ attributes. They estimated similarities

between users and showed how their model can be used to predict hidden information
and also told that online social networks need to explicitly hide most user information
by default.

Yamada et al. [15] studied disclosure of sensitive information due to conflicting
privacy policies set by users. They propose three attack scenarios (friend-list recovery,

profile recovery, and post-recovery attacks) to expose hidden information and evaluate

their effectiveness in the context of Facebook.

As a result, they found that the

proposed attacks could successfully recover a target user’s sensitive information with
reasonable web requests.
Dey et al. [16] performed a large scale study to quantify just how severe the

privacy leakage problem is in Facebook. They focused on the birth year of over 1

million Facebook users in New York City. To estimate Facebook users’ ages, they used

the iterative algorithm, which derives age estimates based on friends’ ages, friends of

friends’ ages, and so on. They found that for most users, including highly private
users who hided their friend lists, it was possible to estimate ages with an error of

only a few years. They also suggested Facebook as if Alice chooses to hide her friends
in her limited profile, Facebook could also automatically remove Alice from the friend

lists in all her friends’ limited profiles, which will preserve user privacy.
Jain and Kumaraguru [17] proposed an integrated system which uses major
dimensions of a user identity (profile, content, and network) to search and link a user
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across multiple social networks. They tested it on the most popular and distinct

social networks - Twitter and Facebook. They successfully found Facebook identities

for 40 percent of the users given their identity on Twitter.

2.2

Steganography on Online Social Networks
Steganography is used in RemoraBook to hide user profiles in profile pictures

hosted on Facebook servers. Various steganography applications have been proposed
or developed on social networks.

Campbell-Moore developed the Secret book, a

browser extension [18] that can hide text up to 140 characters in JPEG images up

loaded to Facebook.

The only way to unlock text is by using a password.

This

extension is only available to Google Chrome where users can add this extension to

the browser and upload images onto Facebook servers. Secretbook algorithm will
automatically compress an image as Facebook requires and add redundancy to the

image so that the data inside image will not be lost.

Another user who has the

password can see the data inside the image.

Amsden et al. [19] proposed sending information with steganography via Face
book photos.

They conducted experiments on Facebook cover photos and found

that cover photos can effectively hide the information to at least 20 percent of their
capacity using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficient embedding algorithms.

Nagaraja et al. [20] implemented a bot network which communicates covertly

through steganography on social network.

They selected 116 different images to

perform experiments and each image is: (1) Converted to the JPEG format. (2) The
images are resized to 720x720 pixels. The YASS steganography scheme was utilized to

hide information inside the image and the carrier images were uploaded to Facebook.

The YASS detector was used to extract the communications.

Amsden and Chen [21] have conducted experiments of steganography on Face
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book photos and videos as well. They found that cover photos could effectively hide
data of at least 15.75 percent capacity using DCT coefficient embedding algorithms.

The steganography experiments on video were not successful because Facebook con

verts the uploaded videos to .mp4 format and compresses the videos using the bicubic
algorithm. They also analyzed network traffic patterns of normal images and stego

images as they upload to Facebook servers and found that network traffic for upload
ing stego images appeared to be the same as that for regular image uploads.

Hiney et al. [22] researched on steganography through pictures uploaded to
Facebook. They conducted experiments on different types of image formats including
BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, and TIFF. They found that Facebook accepted all the

file formats except BMP format. They observed that Facebook converted all the
uploaded images to JPEG images and concluded that JPEG image format was best

for conducting steganography on Facebook. To hide data inside JPEG images, they
used different steganography tools including Open Puff, Outguess Rebirth, F5, JP
Hide and Seek, Steghide, Steg, our Secret, and Incognito. In each experiment, they

tested the tools’ ability to recover the hidden text before uploading it to Facebook,

and after uploading to Facebook.

After all the uploading and downloading they

had found that JP hide and Seek gives 50 percent success rate compared to all other

steganography tools. Their future work is to develop a similar tool to Secretbook [18],
which can hide longer texts and files, including images.

2.3

Parasitic Computing
RemoraBook is designed based on the Remora Computing approach. The novel

approach is related to the parasitic computing approach proposed by Barabasi et al.
[23], to solve NP complete problems. Essentially parasitic computing breaks a difficult

problem into smaller problems, sends them to a large number of host computers for
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solving the smaller problem and then combines the solutions to solve the original
problem similar to the remora fish attaching itself to sharks for survival. Remora

Computing solves a difficult problem by utilizing resources and facilities only available
from service providers such as Facebook. What is common between the parasitic

computing and the Remora Computing is the unawareness of the host computers
involved in parasitic computing and the unawareness of the service providers involved
in Remora Computing.
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CHAPTER III

MODEL

3.1

User Model
We assume that a group of loosely-organized users, such as members of a local

bicycle club, would like to network through social networking applications. The users

may have a group website or a bulletin board system (BBS) for group activities, and
the website or BBS is only accessible by users of the group. The users trust the club
administrators and would like to share knowledge, experiences, or emotions through a

social network application. The users are also assumed desired to expand their group

and take advantage of social networking applications for better networking.
For social networking, users need all the essential functions of current social
networks. First, users can store their profiles through the social networking applica

tion. Second, two users can become friends on the social network based on something

common to both users. In this research, we focus on connecting suggested users from
Facebook. Connected users, in other words, friends in the social network, can send

messages to each other through the social network application.
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We also assume that users care about their privacy in online social networking.

They want to control their own data shared through social networking applications

instead of letting a social networking service provider such as Facebook own their
data and possibly utilize their data for other purposes such as those in the Face
book-Cambridge Analytica data scandal [3] [4].

3.2

Adversary Model
Because of funding and resource limitation, the group of loosely-organized

users has to rely on existing service providers such as Facebook for some functions

in their online social networking. The service providers involved in the online social

networking of the users are assumed to treat the user accounts of these users in the
same way as any other users. On the one hand, due to their business models, service

providers such as Facebook are assumed to collect personal data from user accounts

and share the data with businesses and advertisers [24] or analyze the data for its

own purposes.
On the other hand, the service providers also assumed to provide the same

services to the group of users like any other users. For example, Facebook allows any
user to upload profile pictures for online social networking. Facebook will connect

and suggest users having a common friend to become friends.
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CHAPTER IV

ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

The group of loosely-organized users is in a dilemma: Relying on social net

work service providers such as Facebook means sharing their data with Facebook,
and that sharing is not desired for the users because of various privacy reasons [24].

But the service providers such as Facebook do have resources and provide networking

functions that the user desire to have for their online social networking. RemoraBook
solves the dilemma with a novel approach called Remora Computing. Inspired by the

Remora fishes noted for traveling effortlessly by attaching themselves to large ma
rine animals such as sharks, Remora Computing implements essential online social
networking functions based on facilities available from the service providers. Since

Remora Computing users do not directly use the services from the service providers,
the service providers do not have access to data owned by Remora Computing users.
Therefore the privacy of the loosely-organized users is protected. Below we list the de

sired online social networking functions and describe the implementation approaches
based on the facilities available from service providers.
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4.1

Profile Storage
Profile storage is an essential function of online social networking.

A user

profile usually contains attributes of a person such as a name, gender, and the user’s
profile pictures. Usually, before networking with a potential friend through an online

social networking application, a user will check the person’s profile.
A user profile may also contain personal information such as hobbies, location,

and schools attended. The user information is important to service providers such
as Facebook to provide targeted advertisements. But a user who cares about her
privacy may want to share the information only with friends or potential friends

for networking. Disclosing personal information without any control may result in
unwanted advertisements, and even security attacks since personal details such as

elementary school attended can be used in security questions for resetting a password.
RemoraBook does not share the profile data with any service providers to protect user

privacy.
But providing a profile storage service is a challenging task. First, a large
amount of storage is needed. A typical Facebook profile contains around 23 fields, a
list of cover pictures, list of profile pictures. Facebook does not put any constraint

on the number of profile pictures to be uploaded. We can upload at least ten profile
pictures(The feasibility is checked by uploading images to Facebook). If the looselyorganized group has many existing members and the group is still expanding, a large

amount of storage space is required. Second, providing reliable 24/7 access to the
profile data, possibly by a huge number of users is also requiring lots of effort and

resources.

RemoraBook solves the challenge by hiding a user’s profile data into profile
pictures of the user’s Facebook account through steganography, as shown in Figure 1.

To prevent unauthorized access to the profile data hidden in the profile pictures, the
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Figure 1: Encoding Process

profile data is encrypted with a key of the user, denoted as kui where ui denotes the ith

user. The key is generated for the user when the user creates a RemoraBook account

after installing the RemoraBook application on her smartphone. For differentiation,
we call the profile with data hidden in the profile pictures as the RemoraBook profile.
The profile with data shared with Facebook is called a Facebook profile. A user who

cares about her data privacy may fill the Facebook profile with random data when
creating the Facebook account.

Since the data in the RemoraBook profile stored in profile pictures of Facebook

accounts, the challenges on storage space and simultaneous access by many users are

largely solved. As the data in a RemoraBook profile is encrypted and hidden in profile
pictures through steganography, Facebook will not be able to access the data, and

so the user privacy is protected. More details on implementing the profile storage
function are presented in Chapter 5.

4.2

Friend Making
One of the main purposes of online social networking for a user is to make

friends in the virtual world. Two strangers who never met before can become friends
through an online social network. A typical process of friend-making through Face
book, as shown in Figure 2 includes four steps:
14

Figure 2: Facebook Process
• Friend Suggestion: As a social networking service provider, Facebook is tasked

to connect Facebook users, i.e., to make Facebook users who can potentially be

come friends into friends. Before suggesting another user as a potential friend
to a user, Facebook needs to search its huge database for potential friend dis

covery. Facebook can find potential friends by having friends in common, which

is the most common reason for suggestions. Another reasons can be because
of being in the same Facebook group or tagged in the same photo and it can

also suggest using your networks like school, university, and work or contacts

you have uploaded [25]. One of the major ways of finding potential friends is
through mutual friends. In other words, Facebook will suggest two users be
come friends if the two users have a same friend (in common). Usually, after a
successful potential friend discovery, Facebook will send the users an email to

suggest new friends. The friend suggestions can also be accessed in Facebook

user accounts.
• Profile Checking: After a user who receives a friend suggestion may click on the

link in the friend suggestion email to read the profile of the suggested friend.
• Friend Request: If the user wants to become a friend with the user suggested

by Facebook, a friend request will be sent to the suggested user.
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• Friend Confirmation: A user who receives a friend request may read the profile

of whom the request is from. If the user is also interested in becoming friend
with whom the request is from, a friend confirmation will be sent back to the

requester, and then both users become friends of each other in Facebook.
The potential friend discovery needs comparing profiles of a huge number of

Facebook users. More specifically, the brutal force approach of potential friend discov
ery through mutual friends needs to compare friends of each possible pair of Facebook

users and then determines whether the two users have a mutual friend. The discov
ery is both time-consuming and resource-consuming. Obviously, the group of loosely
organized users does not have resources and capabilities to implement the discovery

by themselves.

RemoraBook solves the challenges with the facilities available from Facebook.
Initially, the organizer of a loosely-organized group, such as the board of bicycle club,
establishes an anchor account on Facebook for the club. Instead of being created

as a business Facebook account, the anchor account is created in the same way as
normal user accounts. As described above, the RemoraBook profile for the anchor

account is hidden in the profile pictures through steganography, and the profile of the

anchor account is encrypted with a key denoted as kclub . The key is shared within the

group through possibly a website only accessible by the group users. The profile of
the anchor account may contain information on the group. The profile also includes
a table, denoted as Tmembers , with one entry for each friend of the anchor account.

The details of the table are described below. The anchor account is maintained by

the group organizer.
Suppose that Alice and Bob are two members of a bicycle club. The process

of their friend making on RemoraBook, is shown in Figure 3.
• RemoraBook account creation: Alice creates a Facebook account with a
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Figure 3: RemoraBook Process
username denoted as UAlice . Alice installs the RemoraBook application on her

smartphone. The app generates a key denoted as kAlice for Alice to encrypt Al

ice’s data in the RemoraBook profile. RemoraBook then embeds the encrypted
profile into pictures to be uploaded to her Facebook account as profile pictures.
The username and password of Alice’s Facebook account are also provided to

the application1 . The application will embed Alice’s RemoraBook profile into
the image with steganography and then upload the image into her Facebook
account as profile pictures. Bob creates his account in the same way with his

Facebook username denoted as UBob and the key for encrypting his RemoraBook
profile data denoted as kBob .
• Connecting with the anchor account:

Alice knows the anchor account

of the bicycle club, possibly from the club website. Alice will send a friend
request to through RemoraBook to the anchor account. The request contains
request time, Alice’s Facebook username, and her key used for encrypting her

RemoraBook profile, and the request encrypted with the key kclub . We denote
the request as Ekclub (t, UAlice, kAlice) where Ek() denotes encryption with the key
1 Alice

should not be concerned with sharing her Facebook username and password with the

RemoraBook application because the data in her Facebook profile can be filled randomly and her
actual data in the RemoraBook profile is encrypted and hidden in profiles pictures of her Facebook
account
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k, UAlice denotes Alice’s Facebook username, and kAlice denotes the key used to

encrypt Alice’s RemoraBook profile. A similar request also sent from Bob to

the anchor account.
• Mutual friend creation in Facebook: The board of the bicycle club checks

the anchor account frequently and accepts all received friend requests, including
the requests from Alice and Bob. After accepting Alice’s request, RemoraBook

of the anchor account will add one entry for Alice into the table Tmembers .
The entry includes the keyed hash of Alice’s Facebook username, denoted as
H ashkh

(UAlice) where H ashk () denotes a keyed hash with the key k and kchlub

denotes the hash key used by the club. The second item of the entry is Alice’s
key kAlice . A similar entry will also be added to Bob. This step can be easily
automated, as described in [26]. After connecting to the anchor account as
friends, Alice and Bob will have a mutual friend who is the anchor account.
• Becoming friends in RemoraBook: The mutual friend discovery process run

by Facebook will find out that Alice’s Facebook account and Bob’s Facebook

account are having the same mutual friend, which is the anchor account of
the bicycle club. Facebook sends friend suggestion emails to both Alice and

Bob. RemoraBook intercepts the friend suggestion emails and shows the friend
suggestions in the application. Without loss of generality, we assume that Alice

finds out the friend suggestions first. Alice clicks on the request in RemoraBook,
and then RemoraBook will fetch Bob’s key kBob from Table Tmembers held in the

anchor account. Alice will be able to see Bob’s RemoraBook profile by fetching
Bob’s profile pictures, extracting the profile data from the profile pictures, and

decrypting the profile data with the key kBob . Assuming that Alice is willing to
be a friend of Bob, a friend request will be sent to Bob. If Alice is willing to be

a friend of Bob, a friend request will be sent to Bob. A friend confirmation will
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be sent to Alice if Bob agrees to be a friend of Alice.

The friend making function in RemoraBook, is built mainly on the friend

discovery facility available from Facebook.

So, there is no need for RemoraBook

to possess the resources required for the friend making function. The messages ex
changed as are necessary for the friend-making function, such as those on friend re

quest messages and friend confirmation messages, are also implemented in a Remora

Computing way as described below.

4.3

Messaging
Once two friends are connected through a social network, a messaging function

is required for exchanging messages between the two users. The messages can be
text messages, audio, and even video messages. Messaging is also needed to exchange

control messages between RemoraBook accounts such as the friend request and friend
confirmation messages.
A straightforward way to implement the messaging function is to have a server

process running on Alice’s smartphone to receive incoming messages, possibly from

Bob. But the implementation will disclose Bob’s IP address to Alice. So for privacy
protection, we implement the messaging function based on the email service provided

by Google, i.e., the Gmail service. Another possible way for privacy protection is

to use anonymous communication services such as Tor [27]. We choose Gmail as the
facility for the implementation of the messaging function because of Gmail’s reliability
backed by a huge amount of resources from Google. The choice is also more consistent

with the Remora Computing approach.
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Figure 4: Messaging Process

Figure 5: Architecture Flow
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Figure 4 shows the implementation based on the standard Gmail service in
terface. RemoraBook sends messages with the SMTP protocol through the Gmail

server - smtp.google.com. RemoraBook receives messages through the IMAP proto
col provided by the Gmail Server. More details on the implementation are presented
in Chapter 7.

The flow of architecture is explained in Fig 5. Alice, as a RemoraBook user,

gets the friend suggestions from Facebook. After getting the suggestion, Alice can

become friend with the suggested friend (assuming Bob) in RemoraBook itself by
utilizing the available friend request feature. If Bob accepts Alice’s request, then

Alice and Bob will become friends in RemoraBook and can further communicate

inside the application.
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CHAPTER V

IMPLEMENTING REMORABOOK
PROFILE FUNCTION

5.1

Pre-process steps
Firstly, each user needs to create a Gmail account and a new Facebook account

with the created Gmail. If the user already had an existing account, then he can use
the existing accounts. By default, all the notifications from Facebook are enabled to

Gmail. If a user wants specific notifications from Facebook i.e. friend suggestions,
then he can enable it by going to www.facebook.com, where he can click the top-right

to find settings. Now, he can select notifications, go to the ’people you may know’
option, and select ’email’. The main reason for enabling notifications is explained in

Section 6.1.

To get friend suggestions notifications from Gmail to RemoraBook, the user
needs to turn on the less secure apps in the Gmail account by going to account on the

right side and select the security. On scrolling, he can find less secure apps to turn
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on. However, enabling security feature is only used to get Facebook notifications in
the user’s Gmail to RemoraBook. RemoraBook will not get any personal information

of the users and will not misuse the user data.

5.2

Profile picture selection
Similar to Facebook users, Alice, as a RemoraBook user, needs to select a pic

ture as her profile picture in her Facebook account. The major difference in Alice’s

profile picture from the usual Facebook users’ profile pictures is the hiding of her Re

moraBook profile data in the picture with steganography. Facebook profile pictures,
as described in [28], are square images with resolutions of 360x360 pixels, 720x720

pixels, and 960x960 pixels. We use steghide, a popular steganography tool based
on a graph-theoretic approach [29], to hide data in profile pictures. Steghide is re
sistant against first-order statistical tests since color-perspectively sample-frequencies

not changed after the embedding. We test the maximal amount of data that can
be embedded into pictures of the resolutions used by Facebook. The test results are

shown in Table I.
Resolutions

360 x 360
720 x 720
960 x 960

Maximum amount of data
that can be embedded
> 100k
> 500k
> 700k

Table I: Maximum amount of data that can be embedded

5.3

Profile setup process
The process of setting up the RemoraBook profile has four steps.
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Figure 6: Remora Profile

Data Collection: The RemoraBook application will ask Alice to input profile data,

as shown in Figure 6.
Profile data encryption: Alice’s profile data collected from the form shown in

Figure 6, will be compressed using zip format and then encrypted using the AES

cipher with the key kAlice . The compression can increase the amount of data embedded

into profile pictures since, profile data in the text format has lots of redundancy.
Profile data hiding: Alice’s encrypted profile data is embedded into the chosen
profile picture with steganography, more specifically steghide [29]. To take full ad
vantage of Remora Computing, we use the online steganography service [30], instead

of integrating steghide into the RemoraBook application and using local computing

resources for steganography. The web interface of the steganography service will take
input text data to be embedded and a picture in which the message should be em

bedded. Since the message containing Alice’s profile data is already encrypted, the
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online steganography service will not be able to access Alice’s profile data.
Profile uploading The RemoraBook application will take the output of the online

steganography service, i.e., the profile picture with hidden profile data of Alice and
then upload the image to Alice’s Facebook account as her profile picture.

Since Facebook does not provide API to upload profile pictures, we use the
website automation approach to upload the profile picture.

In the RemoraBook

application, website automation is implemented with Android webview, a system
component powered by Chrome that allows Android apps to display and interact

with web content. The uploading steps include Facebook login with Alice’s Facebook
username and password provided during the application initialization, navigating to

Alice’s profile page, and uploading the profile picture with the built-in upload facility
in the profile page.
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CHAPTER VI

IMPLEMENTING FRIEND MAKING
FUNCTION

6.1

Friend Suggestions
After both Alice’s and Bob’s Facebook accounts get connected to the anchor

account of the bicycle club, Facebook will discover that both Alice’s Facebook account
and Bob’s Facebook account are having a mutual friend, i.e., the anchor account.
Facebook will send friend suggestions to both Alice and Bob. An example email of a

friend suggestion is shown in Figure 7.
The RemoraBook application will retrieve the friend suggestion emails through
Gmail APIs and display the friend suggestions. A screenshot of friend suggestions in

the RemoraBook application is shown in Figure 8.
The friend suggestion email contains an URL to the profile. The application

extracts the Facebook username or user-id from the URL, as shown in Figure 7. The
Facebook user-id is 100044826422020 in Figure 7. The username is different for all
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facebook
Add the people you know to see their photos and updates.

Luke Luke
•D Steven Boyce and 3 other
mutual friends

See More

Find More Friends
https://www.facebook.com/nd/7profile.php8tid=1000448264220208taref=1580862969602178&medium=emailJ
This message was sent to jaimesannaO@gmail.com. If you don't want to receive these

emails from Facebook in the future, please unsubscribe.

Facebook, Inc., Attention: Community Support, 1 Facebook Way, Menlo Park, CA 94025
To help keep your account secure, please don’t forward this email. Learn more.

Figure 7: Facebook Suggestion

Figure 8: Friend Suggestions
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the users on Facebook.

These usernames or user-ids are created by Facebook to

differentiate people (For example, two persons can have the same names). These

numbers can help to identify the accounts.

If we assume that Alice finds the friend suggestion in the RemoraBook applica
tion before Bob and Alice clicks the suggestion from Bob, the RemoraBook application

will retrieve Bob’s profile picture from Bob’s Facebook account. The retrieval of a
profile picture is implemented through website automation instead of using the API

provided by Facebook [31]. As Facebook modifies the profile picture retrieved from
the API, the data embedded in the profile picture cannot be recovered. The website
automation is based on Bob’s Facebook username (UBob) and the reference number

extracted from the URL. If the username and reference number are unknown, then
retrieving a picture will be difficult since Facebook does not provide any other way

to go inside the profile of a particular user. So, to extract the data from the profile
picture, we need both the username and reference number. The website automation

includes Facebook login as Alice, accessing Bob’s profile, and downloading Bob’s pro

file picture. Generally, the time to download the profile picture is around 25 sec, but,
with theater mode, it takes about 40 sec.
The theater mode is a Facebook feature for desktop viewers that provides a

focused popup of a selected image in the form of a slideshow that contains a sim
ple layout for users to interact with the photo. These features include comments,
reactions, downloads, embed options and slider buttons to select newer or older pho

tos in a user timeline. In our app, utilizing the theater mode download option was

used in the process of downloading a user profile picture. When our app reaches the
theater mode stage, it will take one of two actions, depending on how the website
responds. If the site accurately enters theater mode, our app will be able to download

the profile picture within 25 to 27 seconds successfully. Since the viewing and load
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ing components of Android web-view are asynchronous, the website may not always

enter theater mode quickly or adequately, which is the default download trigger. To

solve this, we added a timer that checks whether the theater mode is reached after 40
seconds, and then downloads the picture accordingly. We determined that 40 seconds

was an optimal time point by observing that regardless of loading time, most profiles
would go into theater mode within that time frame. The reason for such a consider

able time frame may be because a user profile picture may not be on a nearby server,
causing a loading delay, among other networking factors. The double download of the

image can be prevented by making the timer canceled and skipped upon a successful

download.
After downloading Bob’s profile picture, the RemoraBook application will ex

tract data hidden in the profile picture as shown in Figure 9.

The extraction is

through the online steganography service [32] to take full advantage of Remora Com

puting. The web interface of the steganography service will take input of a picture
containing hidden data, i.e., Bob’s profile picture in this example. The output of the

web interface is the data extracted from the picture, i.e., Bob’s profile data. Before
showing Bob’s profile data to Alice, the RemoraBook application will decrypt Bob’s
profile data with the key kBob and decompress the decrypted profile data.

Since the friend suggestions in RemoraBook largely depends on the Facebook
friend discovery, RemoraBook can take advantage of the reliable services offered by
Facebook. The dependency may also require changes on RemoraBook if there is a

significant change in Facebook. For example, the link of Facebook friend suggestion
email or the subject of email may change.

The application is designed to resist

minor changes to email format sent by Facebook, which include the size, color, and

position of data in email. These changes will not affect the application in extracting

information from the profile picture.
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NAME:Demouser
GMAIL:demouser@gmail.com
LOCATION,SCHOOL, WORK:Nowhere,
Nowhere State University, Teaching
Assistant
AGE, GENDER:19, Male
RELATIONSHIP STATUS.Tn a relationship
HOBBIES, INTERESTS:Playing games,
listening to music

ADD FRIEND

SKIP

Figure 9: Friend Profile
After viewing Bob’s profile, Alice can add Bob as a friend, and then a friend
request message will be sent to Bob.

The friend request message is sent to Bob

through Gmail API. The request message will have the command ‘ADD FRIEND’

as the subject and the message will have the name of the requester, i.e., Alice, in
this example, user id, as well as request date and time. More details on messaging
implementation are explained in Chapter 7. Alice can also skip the friend suggestion

of Bob after viewing Bob’s profile. The skip button will remove the friend suggestion
of Bob from the friend suggestion screen, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Friend Suggestions after Skip

6.2

Friend Requests
Bob received the friend request from Alice in the RemoraBook application as

the application retrieves the request message through Gmail APIs. A screenshot of

friend requests in RemoraBook shown in Figure 11.
After receiving the request, Bob can click on the request which will give an

alert message as shown in Figure 12.
If Bob clicks on ’see profile’, then he can see Alice’s profile from Alice’s profile

picture. The process is the same as that of retrieving Bob’s profile by Alice from
Bob’s profile picture. Bob can accept the request from Alice by clicking ’yes’, and

then a confirmation message will be sent to Alice as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 11: Friend Request

Figure 12: Friend Request Alert
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Figure 13: Friend List
After the confirmation, Bob and Alice become friends in RemoraBook. Bob
can also skip the request by clicking ’no’, and the request will be deleted.
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CHAPTER VII

IMPLEMENTING MESSAGING
FUNCTION

The messages in RemoraBook are classified into two categories: control mes

sages and data messages. Control messages are used by the RemoraBook application

to send commands among RemoraBook accounts. The commands are currently sup
ported by RemoraBook include add friend, friend acknowledgement and friend confir
mation. The command will be the message title, and the parameters of the command

will be included in the message. For example, the friend request message will have
’ADD FRIEND: username’ as the command. The parameters of the command, such
as username, user id, request date, and request time, will be included in the message

content.
The data messages are sent among RemoraBook users to share text, audio,
or even video messages1 , and data messages displayed in a chat window as shown in

Figure 14. The data messages will have ’data message’ as the message title. The
text, audio, or video to be shared is included as message content.
1 Current

version of RemoraBook only supports text messages.
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Figure 14: Messages
The control messages and the data messages are differentiated according to

the sender field. The sender of control messages is RemoraBook. The sender of the
data message is a RemoraBook user, such as Alice. To prevent injection of malicious

messages from a third party, the message can also include a signature generated by
the application so that unsigned messages or messages with incorrect signatures will
be ignored.

As described in Chapter 4, the messaging in RemoraBook is implemented with
the Remora Computing approach. The current implementation is based on Gmail

APIs to take advantage of the features of Gmail services listed below:
• The Gmail service is protected by TLS encryption so that the confidentiality of

the messages can be protected.
• The Gmail service can hide sender IP addresses for privacy protection.
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• The huge amount of storage space in each Gmail account can be used to archive

messages among RemoraBook users.

One possible drawback of using Gmail service to implement the messaging
function is the larger delay caused by email relay. However, according to our experi

ments, the delay in email relay from a sender account to a receiver account is around
2000 ms.
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CHAPTER VIII

USER INTERFACE

The primary user interfaces of RemoraBook are shown in Figures 15 and 16.

Figure 15 depicts the login page which is the launch page of RemoraBook. The user

inputs the login credentials and log into RemoraBook. The user now lands on the

main page depicted in Figure 16. On this page, each interactive icon contains an intent
which navigates to the corresponding pages that perform the desired activities such
as encrypting and uploading user profile, decrypting and downloading user profile,
chatting and viewing friend suggestions.
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Figure 15: Login

Figure 16: Main
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CHAPTER IX

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

Since the encryption of profile data prevents access by service providers such
as Facebook, the privacy of users’ profile data is protected.

In this Chapter, we

focus on evaluating usability of RemoraBook in friend making, profile storage, profile

extraction, and messaging. We implemented the RemoraBook application on the
Android operating system. The experiment results are obtained from Moto E5 Supra
running the Android 8.0 Oreo operating system with smartphone configuration is as

follows: 1.4 GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 435 processor, 3GB RAM, and 32GB storage

and Samsung A20 running the Android 9.0 Pie operating system with smartphone

configuration as follows: 2x1.6 GHz Octa-core, 3GB RAM, and 32GB storage.

9.1

Friend Making
Friend making is an essential function of any online social network. As de

scribed in Chapter 4, friend making in RemoraBook is largely dependent on friend
discovery by Facebook. We measure the usability of RemoraBook in friend making
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with the time required to receive friend suggestions after Alice and Bob have estab
lished a mutual friend, i.e., the anchor account. The metric does not include delay

components in friend making after friend suggestions from Facebook because the de

lay after friend suggestions such as the delay in responding to friend suggestions is
user-dependent. The messaging delay after the friend suggestions such as the mes

saging delay in friend request and friend confirmation will be evaluated in a different
set of experiments presented at the end of this section.

Figure 17: Breakdown of Friend Suggestion Time

In this set of experiments, we measure the friend suggestion time from the time
when Alice and Bob are both having the mutual friend, i.e., the anchor account, to
the time when the RemoraBook application receives the friend notification. As shown

in Figure 17, the friend suggestion time can be further broken down to Facebook
notification time and RemoraBook notification time.

The Facebook notification time starts from the time when Alice and Bob have a
mutual friend to the time when the friend suggestion email sent by Facebook arrives.
The RemoraBook notification time starts from the arrival of the friend suggestion
40
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Figure 18: Friend Suggestion Time for Same Cities
email sent by Facebook to the time when the RemoraBook application shows the

friend suggestion. Facebook notification time is determined by the Facebook friend

discovery process. The RemoraBook notification time is overhead of utilizing Face

book facility for privacy-preserving social networking, in other words, essentially cost
of Remora Computing.
The first set of experiments focus on the number of mutual friends. We hypoth

esize that more mutual friends can speed up the friend discovery process managed by

Facebook and then reduce the overall time of friend making in RemoraBook. Figure
18 shows the friends suggestion time for Facebook accounts created with the same

cities. We can observe that the number of mutual friends can significantly reduce

the friend suggestion time. Figures 19 and 20 show the Facebook notification time
and RemoraBook notification for Facebook accounts created in the same cities re
spectively.
From Figures 19 and 20, we can observe that the majority of friend suggestion

time is Facebook notification time. The RemoraBook notification time, essentially

the overhead of Remora Computing, is negligible in comparison with Facebook noti

fication time. Figure 19 shows that the Facebook notification time decreases signifi
cantly when the number of mutual friends increases. Since we do not have access to

the friend discovery algorithms used by Facebook, we conjecture that more mutual
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Figure 20: RemoraBook Notification Time for Same Cities
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Figure 21: Friend Suggestion Time for Same Universities
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Figure 22: Facebook Notification Time for Same Universities

friends can possibly make the connection between Alice and Bob through at least
one of these mutual friends easier to be discovered. Figure 20 shows that the Re

moraBook notification time is not changing with the number of mutual friends as the

RemoraBook notification time mainly depends on the time required to retrieve the
Facebook notification emails. The same observations can be made from results on
Facebook accounts created with the same universities as shown in Figures 21 - 23 as

well as, results on Facebook accounts created with different cities as shown in Figures

24 - 26.

In all the graphs, the time is measured in seconds. According to the observa

tion, the time taken to receive Facebook friend suggestions is more. The time to get
suggestions for four mutual friends takes less time when compared to two and one
mutual friend suggestions.
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Figure 24: Friend Suggestion Time for Different Cities
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Figure 25: Facebook Notification Time for Different Cities
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Figure 26: RemoraBook Notification Time for Different Cities
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Figure 27: Friend Suggestion Time for Distance
The next set of experiments is designed to study the effect of the distance

between Alice and Bob on friend notification time.

We create Alice’s and Bob’s

Facebook accounts with the same universities, the same cities, or different cities in

their Facebook profiles. Figures 27 - 29 show the results on friend suggestion time,
Facebook notification time, and RemoraBook notification time respectively.

The

results in the figures do not show significant effect of the distance.
We also investigate the effect of similarity between user profiles on friend sug

gestion time. We conjecture that users with similar profile data may receive friend
suggestions earlier. We measure profile similarity as percentage of fields, such as

workplace and college, in common. Zero percent similarity means no common fields
in two profiles.
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Figure 29: RemoraBook Notification Time for Distance
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Figure 30: Friend Suggestion Time for Similarity
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Figure 31: Facebook Notification Time for Similarity

Figure 32: RemoraBook Notification Time for Similarity
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The experiment results in Figure 30 indicate that the friend suggestion time

decreases when the profile similarity increases.

As analyzed above and shown in

Figure 31 and 32 again, the RemoraBook notification time is negligible in comparison

with the Facebook notification time. Figure 31 shows that the Facebook notification
time decreases when the profile similarity increases.

9.2

Profile Storage
RemoraBook profiles are stored in Facebook profile pictures. We evaluate the

usability of RemoraBook profile storage with the profile storage time, defined as the
time from when Alice finishes profile data entry using the RemoraBook application
to when the upload of the profile picture containing Alice’s profile data to Facebook

finishes. As described in Chapter 5, the profile data will be processed in a series
of steps such as compression, encryption, embedding, and profile picture uploading.

We break down the profile storage time as shown in Figure 33 and measure the time
required for each step.

Figure 33: Breakdown of Uploading Time

In this set of experiments, we include the three resolutions of the profile pictures

supported by Facebook [28]: 360 x 360 pixels, 720 x 720 pixels, and 960 x 960 pixels.
The amount of profile data embedded into profile pictures are 1K bytes, 2K bytes,
and 50K bytes. We choose the three different data amounts because: (1) The average
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length of profile data on Facebook is about 1K bytes. (2) If all the fields in a Facebook
profile are filled with average length, the amount of profile data is about 2K bytes.

(3) The maximum volume of data that can be filled in a Facebook profile is about
50K bytes.
Figure 34 compares the profile storage time for different profile picture resolu

tions and different lengths of profile data. As shown in Figure 34, the profile storage
time increases when resolution of profile data increases. For the same profile picture

resolution, we can also observe that the profile storage time increases when length of
profile data increases as shown in Figure 35. To understand the reason behind the
increase, we investigate the break-down of the profile storage time.

The first component of the profile storage time is the compression time, the

time required to compress the profile data. As shown in Figure 36, the compression
time is between 9-14 ms.
The second component of the profile storage time is the encryption time, the

time needed to encrypt the compressed profile data. As shown in Figure 37, the
encryption time is between 6-9 ms. Embedding time is the time taken to encode the

encrypted data to a profile picture with user data. As shown in Figures 38 and 39,
the embedding time is between 700-1900 ms. Figures 38 and 39 also indicate that
the embedding time increases with the profile picture resolution and length of profile

data.
Login time is the time taken to login to Facebook account for the profile picture
uploading. The login time is between 4-5 seconds in our experiments. The average

login time is 2-3 seconds.
Profile access time is defined as the time taken to access the Facebook profile

after the login. The profile access time is between 200-300 ms in our experiments.
The average profile access time is nearly same as in our experiments.
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Figure 38: Embedding Time
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Figure 39: Embedding Time
Profile picture selection time is the time taken for selecting the local profile

picture to upload. The profile picture selection time is between 12-13 seconds in our
experiments. On average, the profile picture selection time is nearly same as in our

experiments.

Upload time is the time taken to upload the selected profile picture to a Face
book account as a profile picture. The upload time is between 12-13 seconds in our

experiments. As shown in Figure 40, the upload time increases with the profile pic
ture resolution as higher resolution pictures usually contain more file bytes. In Figure

41, the upload time also increases with the length of profile data. It happens because

more profile data embedded in a profile picture can lead to more data bytes in the
profile picture.
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Overall, the profile storage time is between 30-34 seconds as shown in Figures
34 and 35. As presented above, the majority of the profile storage time is spent on the
profile picture selection and the upload of the profile picture. The compression time,

the encryption time, and the embedding time are relatively negligible. The major
cost of the profile storage comes from the remote storage of profile data in Facebook

profile pictures. The cost of preventing accessing profile data from Facebook through

encryption and steganography is relatively negligible.

9.3

Profile Extraction
To access a RemoraBook profile, the application needs to extract profile data

stored in Facebook profile pictures. We evaluate the usability of the profile extrac
tion with the profile extraction time, defined as the time from when a request to a

RemoraBook profile, such as a request through a click on a friend suggestion to view

the profile of the suggested friend, is made to when the RemoraBook profile is shown
in the application.

In this set of experiments, the profile picture resolutions are set to 360 x 360
pixels, 720 x 720 pixels, and 960 x 960 pixels as supported by Facebook [28]. The

amount of profile data embedded into profile pictures are 1K bytes, 2K bytes, and

50K bytes.

Figure 42: Breakdown of Downloading Time
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Figure 43: Profile Extraction time
Figures 43 and 44 shows results on profile extraction time. The profile extrac

tion time increases with both the profile picture resolution and the length of profile

data as expected, since both higher resolution and more profile data to hide in profile
pictures lead to larger size of the profile picture with embedded profile data. The
profile extraction time is around 25 seconds without the extra waiting time and 40

seconds with the extra waiting time due to the theater mode as explained in Section
6.1.
Our further investigation focuses on the breakdown of the profile extraction

time as shown in Figure 42.
Below are the experiment results of the breakdown:
• Connection Time: We define the connection time as the time to establish

connections to Facebook. The connection time is between 4-5 ms in our exper

iments. The average of the connection time is same as in our experiment.
• Login Time: It is the time taken to login to a Facebook account. The login

time is between 4-5 seconds in our experiments. The average of the login time

is between 2-3 seconds.
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Figure 44: Profile Extraction time
• Profile Access Time: We define the profile access time as the time to access

a profile of interest.

The profile access time is between 7-8 seconds in our

experiment. The average profile access time is in between 2-3 seconds.
• Theater Time: It is the time taken to display profile pictures in the theatre

mode as described in Section 6.1. The theater time is in between 7-8 seconds

without the extra waiting time and in between 27-29 seconds with the extra
waiting time. The average of theater time is in between 2-3 seconds.
• Download Time: The time is defined as the time needed for downloading

a profile picture from Facebook. In our experiments, the download time is in
between 250-320 ms as shown in Figures 45 and 46.

Figure 45 shows that

the download time increases with the profile picture resolution. The increase

in download time is caused by the increase of profile picture size due to the
increase of the resolution. The similar effect is also observed with 46 on the

profile data size.
• Extraction Time: It is the time needed to extract data from a profile picture.
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Figure 45: Download average time

In our experiments, the extraction time is in between 300-550 ms as shown in

Figures 47-48. Figures 47 and 48 shows that the extraction time increases with
the profile picture resolution and the length of profile data. The reason is the
same as described above. The increase in both the profile picture resolution and

the length of profile data leads to the increase of picture size, which, in turn,
causes more time for the data extraction.
• Decryption Time: The time taken to decrypt the data extracted in the previ

ous step is measured as decryption time. The decryption time is between 10-14
ms as shown in Figure 49. Figures 49 and 50 illustrate that the decryption time
increases with the profile picture resolution and the length of profile data.
• Decompression Time: The time taken to decompress the data decrypted in

the previous step is measured as the decompression time. The decompression
time is between 8-16 ms, as shown in Figure 51. Figures 51 and 52 show that

the decompression time increases with the profile picture resolution and the
length of profile data.
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Figure 50: Decryption average time
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The experiment results presented above indicate that the major components of

the profile extraction time are the theater time and the profile access time. The two
time components are the costs of storing profile data remotely in Facebook computers.

The costs of preventing access by Facebook such as decryption time and extraction
time are relatively negligible.

9.4

Messaging
Messaging is a required function for online social networking. Users can share

thoughts through the messaging function in RemoraBook. In addition to the user

messages, the RemoraBook application also exchanges control messages for main
taining social networking functions such as friend request. We evaluate the usability
of the messaging function with messaging delay. As described in Chapter 7, the mes

saging function of RemoraBook is also implemented based on the Gmail service. So,

the end-to-end messaging delay can be broken down to three delay components as
show in Figure 53.

Figure 53: Breakdown of Messaging Time
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Figure 55: Gmail to Gmail time
The first delay component is the App to Gmail time, defined as the time taken

to send a message from a sender’s RemoraBook application to the sender’s Gmail
account. As show in Figure 54, the App to Gmail time is nearly 2 seconds. Figure

54 also shows that the App to Gmail time increases with the length of message. The
second delay component is Gmail to Gmail time, defined as the time taken to send a
message from the sender’s Gmail account to the receiver’s Gmail account. Figure 55

compares the Gmail to Gmail time for different message length. The Gmail to Gmail

time is around 7 seconds and it increases with the message length.
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Figure 58: End-to-End Delay
The last delay component is the Gmail to App time, defined as the time taken

to receive a message from the receiver’s Gmail account to the receiver’s RemoraBook

application. As show in Figure 56, the Gmail to App time is between 60-80 seconds
and the time increases with the message length.
Figure 58 shows the end-to-end messaging delay. On average the delay is about

140 seconds

1

and the delay increases with the message length. As described above,

the major component of the delay is the Gmail to App time. The end-to-end delay is
larger than usual delay of messages directly exchanged between two communication
parties. We believe that the larger delay is mostly caused by Google’s processing on

emails such as filtering and spam detection. The cost in the larger delay brings the
benefits of using the Gmail service for messaging such as hiding sender’s IP address

for privacy protection.

Furthermore, with the Remora Computing approach, the

messaging function based on the Gmail service can be implemented without requiring
any extra resources.

1 Figure

57 shows the sum of the delay components presented above. We can see the differences

between the sum and the end-to-end delay shown in Figure 57 and Figure 58 respectively.

The
difference is mainly caused by the time difference between time collected on smartphones and time
collected from emails, i.e., the time of Gmail servers.
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CHAPTER X

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The rapid growth of social networking sites has a negative impact on the pri

vacy of the individual. Despite the privacy options offered by popular social network
ing platforms like Facebook, several third party advertisers monitor user behaviour

to show relevant advertisements or tap user information at various access points to
their benefit.

In this thesis, the primary objective is to protect user privacy and prevent
unauthorized data leakage through a secure social networking space. We have devised
a novel computing technique known as Remora Computing. RemoraBook remarkably

solves the issue of privacy invasion through encryption on user profiles while allowing
secure communication by harnessing the advantages offered by service providers like

Facebook and Gmail. The application is user friendly. Any individual possessing an

Android phone and minimal knowledge on social networking can use RemoraBook.
We have inferred that social networks can be reliably built in RemoraBook without

significant degradation on user experience.
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10.1

Results
In Chapter 9, section 9.1 explains the approach used to connect friends on

RemoraBook. We have used the friend suggestion feature provided by Facebook to

send out similar suggestions in our application. Figures 18, 21 and 24 depict the time

taken by Remora Book to generate friend suggestions based on friends in the same
city, same university, and different cities respectively. The time taken is comparable

to the time taken for a similar friend suggestion in Facebook.

In Section 9.2, the encryption of user profiles is discussed. We have successfully

encrypted profile data into the profile picture of the RemoraBook users. Figures 34
and 35 depict the time taken to encrypt and upload user profiles onto RemoraBook.
This feature augments user privacy while ensuring time efficiency.
The profile decryption feature in section 9.3 ensures that only RemoraBook

users can have access to profile data which prevents data theft by third party service
providers. Figures 43 and 44 show the time taken to decrypt and extract a user profile

from facebook. The data previously encrypted onto the profile image by a user can

now be decrypted by his/her connections on RemoraBook.

In chapter 9.4, we have developed a messaging gateway through RemoraBook
by taking advantage of the secure mail delivery subsystems of Gmail. By relying

on Gmail’s infrastructure, we can deliver messages with no loss of data. Figure 57
depicts the total time taken to deliver messages in Remora Book.

Taken together, these results suggest that we have been successful in developing
a secure networking platform through Remora Computing.
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Future Work

10.2

We have developed a reliable and secure social networking system. However,

our work clearly has some limitations. RemoraBook supports only text messages for

communication. This functionality could serve as a springboard for further advance
communication strategies.
The research must be extended to support signed text, audio and graphical
content transfer. Future work should concentrate on developing secure video and

voice communication.
A chatroom functionality to allow group chats can be developed for business

groups.
The prospect of being able to manually connect to the anchor account, serves

as a continuous incentive for automating the process. In the future, the captured login
credentials should be used to automatically log in to the user’s facebook account and

send a friend request to the anchor account. A limitation here is that, the current
security regulations of Facebook prevent third party applications from directly logging
in without entering user credentials. Further research should be done on encrypting

login credentials to prevent eavesdropping.
The search functionality offered by Facebook which allows users to search for

other user accounts can be replicated in RemoraBook to make the friend connection

process more proactive.

Pop-up notifications pertaining to unread messages, new friend requests and
friend suggestions can be displayed in an interactive manner. Click-through naviga
tion through the notifications can be developed where the user can decide to skip or
accept friend requests and view suggestions.

An iOS compatible version of the app should be developed for allowing a broad
user scope. To make the app more interactive, functionalities to post content such as
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images, text and videos directly to the user’s Facebook account should be included.

Users can also be provided with features to post content in their own RemoraBook
account. They should be able to interact on other user’s posts through comments

and like options similar to Facebook.
The existing code can be extended to provide secure interaction for other social
networking platforms like Instagram and Snapchat.
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